
Sexbot version 0.6 Walkthrough

Game 0 Conditions Game 1 Conditions Game 2 Conditions Game 3 Conditions Game 4 Conditions
Introduction (current max)

Remember what happened
Day 1 School Bailey (grants access to gallery)

"Be cool" (prevents seeing Bailey day 1) "Just go say 'Hi'" "Get confident, stupid!"
(leads to Bailey cam 1) (catch Emily if she was taken) (leads to Bailey cam 2) (leads to Bailey cam 3)
Bailey introduction (catch Sam if she was taken) Ashley introduction

(catch Bailey if she was taken)
Day 1 Home Laundry time

"Alexa can give you a hand" "...a lot of calibration left..." Two versions, they alternate
Emily Lesbian +1 Emily +1

"Sam and I can take care of it"
Sam +1

Day 1 Evening Bailey webcam call
(corrosponds to your Bailey choice at school)

Day 2 Calibration "Independant" "Cool gadgets"
Alexa +1 "Try the pheromones" unlocks after Emily goes to prom
Alexa Dom +1 Emily +1
Emily -1 "Try virtual reality" unlocks after Sam goes to prom
"Obedient" Sam +1
Alexa +1
Alexa Sub +1
Emily +1

Day 2 Evening Melvin webcam call

Movie night
"See if Alexa wants to join" "Not this time"
"Ask Emily to cuddle" Sam +1
Emily +1 Emily -1
Sam -1
"Just touch Alexa"
Alexa +1
Alexa Sub +1
"Focus"
Alexa +1
Alexa Dom +1
Sam -1

Day 3 Gym Morning Gym
"Set default robotic strength"
(if Emily and Alexa wrestle)
Alexa Dom +1
Emily -1
Emily Lesbian +1
"Human equivalent strength"
(if Emily and Alexa wrestle)
Alexa Sub +1
Emily -1
"Emily and you wrestle"
Alexa Dom +1
Emily +1

"Join spin class"
Emily +1
Meiko +1
Trophy: complete all 10 intervals

"Go on your own"
"Emily went" unlocks after Emily goes to prom
Emily +1
"Sam went" unlocks after Sam goes to prom
Sam +1
"Meiko went" unlocks after spin class
Meiko +1

Day 3 Calibration "Cyberpunk"
Alexa +1
Alexa Dom +1
Emily -1
"Calculator"
Alexa +1
Alexa Sub +1
Emily Lesbian +1
"Playmate"
"Haven't seen her" "She's in here with me" unlocks after Emily goes to prom
Alexa Dom +1 Alexa Dom +1
Sam +1 Sam +1
Sam Lesbian +1 Emily +1

Day 3 Evening "Talk with Steve"/"Watch Daphne"
Daphne's cam show
"Talk with Melvin
Prank Melvin
"Let's do it"

Lexxx dildo call if Melvin has been pranked
"Screw it, ok"
(Emily watches) if Emily has been to prom

Day 4 Calibration
"Just you and me" "Collect data on Emily and Sam"
Alexa+1 "I want to know what Emily likes"
"I want you to calibrate me" Emily +1
"Consider your options"
Alexa Dom +1
Emily -1
"I want to calibrate you"
Alexa Sub +1
Emily +1

Emily says goodnight if Emily >3 Emily gives a kiss goodnight if Emily >3 and has been to prom
Sam says goodnight if Sam >3 Sam gives you instruction if Sam >3 and has been to prom

Alexa threesome if Alexa >3 and has been to prom
Alexa +1

Day 5 Hot tub Sam hot tub if Sam >4 and has been to prom
Sam +1
Emily hot tub 1 if Emily >4 and has been to prom Emily hot tub 2 unlocks after Emily hot tub 1
Emily +1 Emily +1
Lexxx hot tub if Lexxx's dildo call has been seen
"Hold'er steady" = Bad end 1
"This is enough" = Bad end 1
"Just keep that pace" = Good end
"Everything you got" = Bad end 2 Trophy: "Hot tub, hot tug"

Day 5 Calibration "This seems dangerous"
"You got this"
Alexa +1
Alexa Dom +1
"I'll take a turn"
Alexa +1
Alexa Sub +1

"I'll do it myself"
"Superhunk"
Emily -1
Emily Lesbian +1
Sam -1
Sam Lesbian +1



"Big penis"
Emily -1
Sam -1

"Emily try"
"Before she had kids"
Emily +1
Sam -1
"About my age"
Emily +1

"Sam try"
"Sam busty"
Sam +1
"Sam booty"
Sam +1

Day 6 Prom choice
Ask Alexa (follows higher of Dom/Sub stat) Ask Emily if Emily >4 or has been to prom Ask Sam if Sam >4 or has been to prom
Alexa Sub
Trophy: Have sex 3 times Kiss Emily Play pretend with Sam
Alexa Dom
Trophy: "Yes my queen"

Prom with Alexa Melvin's plan if you've called him 5 times
Submissive prom sex if Alexa sub
Dominant prom sex if Alexa dom Prom with Emily Prom with Sam

After Prom "Try to save Emily" "Try to save Sam" Trophy: "Atempt rescues for each" "Try to save Bailey"

Time warp Ama-zone HQ 1 Ama-zone HQ 2 XXXmas Special Ama-zone HQ 3 Ama-zone HQ 4
Trophy: Preserve the timeline

Trophy: Binary Translation "You are a nerd" (to unlock)
"You deserve sex with hot women" "I really shouldn't"
"Seriously, get a girlfriend" "It might end the world"

"I can't do this"
"A piece of my mind"


